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hereditary enemy and chief rival. Germany, in spite of the
hard conditions imposed on her, remained on her feet, and
one day would regain her place in Europe ; England and
France, victorious now, would have to reckon with her once
more. If the ruling classes had had the necessary breadth
of vision, if they had not yielded before the threats of
Mussolini and the nationalists, if they had placed themselves
at the head of the peoples of the old empire, Italy would
have taken the place of Germany, the Habsburgs, France,
as the arbiter of Danubian and Balkan politics. She might
have been the pivot of the Little Entente. On the contrary,
while the allies were sharing out amongst themselves the
German colonies in Africa and the former Turkish empire
in the near east, liberals, fascists, and nationalists were
working themselves into a frenzy over a few rocks in the
Adriatic. For new difficulties were arising, for which the
responsibility lay with those who had signed the Treaty of
London, giving Fiume to Jugo-Slavia, and who could think
of nothing, after the armistice, but the renewal of the
policy of c sacred egoism '. But the judgments of history
do not distinguish between guilty and innocent victims ;
like those of Jehovah they are visited on both alike. Those
responsible for evil profit sometimes from the blind reactions
provoked by the harm they have done, and this was the
case in Italy, where the c diplomatic defeat3 which Bissolati
had foreseen and tried in vain to avert was made use of by
those who had rendered it inevitable. The ruling classes,
fascists and nationalists, who had c mutilated' the Italian
victory, found in wounded national feelings the most
efficacious method of clinging to power and carrying on the
struggle against the democratic revolution.
Mussolini had more than this one string to his bow.
While demanding of the government an ultra-nationalist
foreign policy he was initiating his campaign against the
state. This appealed to the inherent anarchy of the Italian
people and of the middle classes in particular : disgruntled
ex-officers, students fidgeting in University lecture-rooms,
shop-keepers struggling against taxation, dtclassts of every
sort who wanted something new, helped to give to growing
fascism its invaluable halo of lawlessness and heresy. But,

